
 

 
 

                                                                     
 

 

 
 
The Dan Panorama Hotel offers easy access to everywhere you want to be. Across the street is the 
Mediterranean sea and within minutes you find yourself on an inviting sandy beach with warm and clear 
waters. For a truly Mediterranean experience, explore the Carmel market - one of the largest open 
markets in Israel that has a wide variety of seasonal fruits and vegetables as well as meats, fish and 
baked goods. Also nearby is the Neve Tzedek neighborhood which was the first Jewish neighborhood 
built outside of the walls of Jaffa. Neve Tzedek has a village feel to it, filled with small alleyways and 
boutique stores to peruse. A leisurely stroll along the waterfront promenade to the north will lead you to 
the Tel-Aviv Port. The Port is the city’s newest entrainment hub and has outstanding restaurants, shops 
and nightclubs. The promenade to the south will take you to Jaffa which is famous for its association with 
the biblical stories of Jonah, Solomon, and Saint Peter as well as the mythological story of Andromeda 
and Perseus. Its ancient port has been in use since the Bronze Age and you can still watch the 
fishermen going out to sea. 

 

      
 

Dan Panorama Hotel, Charles Clore Park, Tel Aviv 68012 
Reservations Tel: +972-3-7408966  Fax: +972-3-5480111 

Hotel Tel: +972-3-5190190 Fax: +972-3-5171777  

Email: panoramatelaviv@danhotels.com 

 

 Category  Rooms  Facilities  Restaurant  

  
Dan Panorama Tel Aviv Hotel has 476 
rooms including Deluxe Rooms, Deluxe 
Plus, 
Executive Rooms, Executive Suites 
and a Presidential Suite.  
Maximum accommodation per room is 3 
persons. Non-smoking rooms available 
in all categories. 

Free Wi-Fi in rooms & public areas 
Concierge 
Car Rental 
Taxi 
Guided Tours 
Laundry Dry Cleaning 
24-Hour Room Service 
Cable TV 
Internet Connection (additional 
charge) 
Voice Mail 
Parking Tariff: 
 
1st hr – 12nis   
4nis for every additional 15mins or 
part thereof 
For hotel guests (daily parking) – 
60nis including exits and entrances in 
24 hour  
For guests not staying at hotel – daily 
parking 70nis till 00:00 
weekends (7:00am Friday til Saturday 
00:00) – 50nis 

 

Tel Aviv (lobby lounge) 
A pleasant atmosphere and an exquisite 
menu make the Tel-Aviv Restaurant the 
perfect place for a light meal. For starters 
you will enjoy a variety of salads and fresh 
fish, and for dessert a large choice of 
cakes and other last courses served on 
the premises. 
The restaurant is opened from: 09:00 to 
24:00.  

 
Pool Bar 

After an invigorating swim, the ideal way 
to relax and enjoy is at the pool bar over a 
refreshing drink or a light meal. 
Open daily during summer From 9 am to 5 
pm  
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All the given information are provided by the hotel 


